
 

Sports festival 
★Opening ceremony★ 

  The opening ceremony is very exciting every year.   First we do radio exercise.  

And some volunteers imitate celebrities and some teachers. It is fun to watch.  

Also the red and white leaders present each group theme. 
 

★Relay★ 

  The relay has a selection relay and an all students relay. 

Especially the all students relay is very exciting. 

Everyone runs and cheers hard. Each class practices a lot.  

Decide on winning or losing the sports festival important competition. 
 

★Scramble for tire★                          

 The scramble for tires is very fierce. It’s played by girls only.  

That competition, as its name says, is when people scramble for a tire.  

First, we face one pair and two in front of the line. At the beginning, we fight only for the first and second 

grade students. Finally, junior high school students and high school students are mixed. It is better to 

take a lot of tires in total.                    
 

★Obstacle race★ 

  Obstacle races are very interesting. There are many obstacles, the most competition is for gummy 

picking. It is a game of looking for gummies in flour with your face.  It used my face, so my face turned 

white. But it is very interesting. 
 

★4-legged race★ 

  This game aiming at heretical study age is very exciting! 

in４－legged rac terchange, one team is three people of the different school year. 

Ⅰwill run a fixed course. Many times practice together and talk relation deepens. 
 

★folk dance★ 

  This is at the end of the sports festival. 

We dance according to the song, ２ around the grounds.  

Ａ folk dance is all the students and all the teachers. 
 

★Cavalry battle★ 

  Cavalry battle is only for boys. 

There were lots of fights, 

There is “One fight”“Taisyousen” in Japanese and“Round robin” 

“One fight”is a match between A group and B group with fighting hats. 

In the taisyousen , A group and B group leaders keep their hats together.“Round robin”is A group vs B 

group. While protecting the leaders hat and I grabbing their opponents hat.s. 
 

★Tug of war★ 
  We do Tug of war in a class competition three times.  

But when winning twice in a row, there is only one time. 

Its A group vs B group every year so, seniors and juniors will cheer us. 

We also cheer seniors and juniors. 
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